
Case study

Industry

Energy

Challenge

 > Cleaning up and repurposing 

multiple refinery office buildings

 > Offices filled with dated files and 

obsolete information assets

 > Limited in-house resources 

or expertise to complete 

project and protect sensitive 

information assets

Solution

Iron Mountain Clean Start®

Outcome

 > Secure destruction of 10+ tons 

of documents and IT assets

 > Removal of equipment and 

racking from office space

 > Clean Start to remain part 

of the company’s real estate 

process for future office 

closures, moves, etc.

An American downstream energy 

organisation was looking to clean up 

and repurpose office space 

at a refinery to increase productivity, 

streamline operations, and reduce 

costs. The company originally 

intended to execute the project itself, 

but realising that it did not have the 

in-house resources or expertise to 

complete the project while protecting 

sensitive information, it turned to Iron 

Mountain Clean Start for help.

Clean Start walkthrough 
and assessment performed 
and identified: 

 > 4m+ documents of various 

asset types –large format 

drawings, technical manuals, 

hr records, invoices, etc.

 > Obsolete it assets containing 

sensitive information

 > Office equipment and racking that 

needed to be removed before 

the office could be closed

Helping an energy company 
securely repurpose space
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About Iron Mountain

Iron Mountain Incorporated (NYSE: IRM), founded in 1951, is the global leader for storage and information management services. Trusted by more than 220,000 

organisations around the world, and with a real estate network of more than 85 million square feet across more than 1,400 facilities in over 50 countries, Iron 

Mountain stores and protects billions of information assets, including critical business information, highly sensitive data, and cultural and historical artifacts. 

Providing solutions that include secure storage, information management, digital transformation, secure destruction, as well as data centres, art storage and 

logistics, and cloud services, Iron Mountain helps organisations to lower cost and risk, comply with regulations, recover from disaster, and enable a more digital 

way of working. Visit www.ironmountain.com for more information.
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